
 

Confessions Of A Needle Swallower by Steve Spill - DVD

For over 25 years Steve Spill has been amazing audiences worldwide with his
fantastic version of the classic Needle Swallowing act. The act is without question
the definitive routine for the discerning performer. It's got it all! 

First, the method is easy to do so that anybody can do it. This allows the
performer to concentrate on their performance. but hidden inside of the method is
a diabolical strategy that has fooled audiences for decades. 

Second, Steve's presentation is hilarious. The script has been used for
thousands of shows and the jokes always get the big laughs. The routine is
crystal clear and packed with entertainment. It's taken Steve around the world! 

Third, the act packs flat and plays ANYWHERE! You can perform this routine on
stage, in parlor situations, even close-up. The entire act weighs an ounce! 

Steve tips it all. The training goes into incredible detail that covers all of the fine
points that separates Steven's routine from the rest. Nothing is left out. Use
Steve's time-tested patter word for word and you'll get the gasps, laughs and
ovations only a professional routine of this caliber can deliver! 

This DVD contains 3 Live Performances which are a Master Class in comedy! 

1988 Television Show 
1998 Comedy Club 
2008 Magicopolis 

This product is supplied in kit form. Included are the incredible training DVD and
the special gaff! Purchaser must supply the Needles, Thread, and Flashlight. 

WARNING: This Training DVD contains instructions that if not completely
followed as taught could result in injury, or even death to the user. Use as
instructed will result in standing ovations! The User must agree to our disclaimer
before watching the shows and instruction. Purchaser must be 21 years old or
older. 

Running Time Approximately 59min 
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